
Rad-ish Reflection

A 7-Day Science Experiment  



Main Question :

Does light reflected off a mirror benefit a radish’s growth 
more than direct lighting?

Hypothesis :

Reflected light will help the 
radish more because 
mirrors increase the lights’ 
intensity, allowing for one 
radish to get more or 
stronger lighting than of 
that of the other.

Factors involved :

● Each radish plant gets 20 mL 
of water every 12 hrs

● Each radish plant gets 12 hrs 
of light

● Radishes are ready to 
harvest in about 1 month



Materials & procedures :

materials :

● Water
● Mirror
● Light Rod
● Wooden Cubby
● Computer
● Pot For Plants

Procedures :

● Plant plants
● Put them in cubby
● Water, turn light on
● Water, turn light off
● Take pictures                           Repeat
● Report growth in        
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`Today I planted the 
radishes with my Uncle 
Joe. The radishes 
probably will not sprout 
for another 2 days, but 
I am excited to see 
what is to come. 

Day Nº. 1 :

Mirrored plant height : 0.0 cm
Direct plant height : 0.0 cm



`Today not a lot 
happened. I have been 
watering them well, 
though they shall 
sprout in about a day or 
two.

Day Nº. 2:

Mirrored plant height : 0.0 cm
Direct plant height : 0.0 cm



`So the little 
seedling have decided 
to sprout. I really am 
hoping that this 
experiment goes as 
planned.

Day Nº. 3 :

Mirrored plant height : 0.7 cm
Direct plant height : 1.1 cm



`Today the plants 
are, well, a lot bigger. If 
this is the only day that 
the directly-lit plant 
grows taller than the 
other, so be it.

Day Nº. 4 :

Mirrored plant height : 1.1 cm
Direct plant height : 1.7 cm



`Both plants seem 
to have gone on a rapid 
growth spurt, but it 
looks like that the 
directly-lit plant has 
continued to grow taller 
than that of the 
mirror-lit plant

Day Nº. 5 :

Mirrored plant height : 2.7 cm
Direct plant height : 3.4 cm



`The directly-lit plant 
seems to have fallen 
under its own weight, 
and clings to neighbors. 
The mirror-lit plant on 
the other hand, is 
staying strong, but 
lacks behind the other 
plant in height

Day Nº. 6 :

Mirrored plant height : 4.2 cm
Direct plant height : 5.0 cm



So it seems as if my 
hypothesis is incorrect. 
The directly-lit plant has 
grown 5 different 
sprouts, while the 
mirror-lit plant only has 
2.

Day Nº. 7 :

Mirrored plant height : 6.5 cm
Direct plant height : 7.4 cm



Dependent Variable : the plants’ growth rate

Independent Variable : how well the plants grow

Controlled Variable : how much water and light the 
plants get

In the experiment, it turned out that my hypothesis was incorrect, 
with the directly-lit plant growing better than the mirror-lit one. Although, 
the directly-lit plant sagged and tangled on eachother. I am not sure if the 
mirror-lit plant grew more sturdy because of mirrored lighting, but it is 
obvious that the directly-lit plant grew better.

Conclusion :



Graph / Chart :


